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ABSTRACT 

 

An ERT linear probe was used to measure gas hold-up in a two-phase (gas-liquid) and three 

phase (gas-solid-liquid) stirred tank system equipped with a Rushton turbine. The ERT linear 

probe was chosen rather than the more commonly used ring cage geometry to achieve higher 

resolution in the axial direction as well as its potential for use on manufacturing plant. Gas 

phase distribution was measured as a function of flow regime by varying both impeller speed 

and gas flow rate. Global and local gas hold-up values were calculated using ERT data by 

applying Maxwell’s equation for conduction through heterogeneous media. The results were 

compared with correlations, hard-field tomography data and CFD simulations available in the 

literature, showing good agreement. This study thus demonstrates the capability of ERT using a 

linear probe to offer, besides qualitative tomographic images, reliable quantitative data 

regarding phase distribution in gas-liquid systems.   



Topical Heading  Transport Phenomena and Fluid Mechanics 

Key words Gas-liquid, Gas-solid-liquid, Electrical Resistance Tomography, gas hold-
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Introduction 

Gas-liquid stirred tanks are widely used in biochemical and chemical manufacture, driven by the 

process requirements for bulk mixing and interphase contact.  As a consequence, substantial 

work has been conducted in the past few decades aimed towards the understanding of two-phase 

turbulent mixing in these units1, 2.  Studies on overall gas hold-up and gas dispersion have been 

carried out both experimentally and using computational simulations3. 

A significant challenge remains in the application of diagnostic methods and sensors which can 

provide local information on mixing performance, flow regime and phase distribution at process 

scale, either for troubleshooting or as a means of controlling process or product attributes during 

production.  The most common methods are limited to either transparent media or global 

observations.  For example, bulk gas volume fraction in a stirred tank is commonly obtained by 

determination of the increase in liquid height given by the presence of the gas with respect to the 

non-gassed condition either visually4–6 or using level probes7.  Applied techniques for local 

parameter investigations (velocity fields, local bubble size and interphase contact) and for overall 

gas content remain the tools of the industrial or academic researcher on the grounds of 

practicality or cost, e.g. Computer Automated Particle tracking (CARPT)8,9, ultrasonics10–13
,
 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)14,15 Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT)16 and Laser 

Doppler Anemometry (LDA)17.   



Tomographic methods, however, have some considerable potential.  Whilst X-ray18 and γ-ray19 

tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging20 have been used successfully to obtain local 

values in opaque media, the need for high energy radiation, and thus significant health and safety 

precautions, often represent a practical limit for these techniques on plant.  An alternative is the 

use of electrical tomography12, 21–23, though image reconstruction is more complex and error 

prone since the methods are soft field rather than hard field24 and the applicability of the method 

is dependent upon the conductivity of the phases present.  Electrical Resistance Tomography 

(ERT), which is applicable for a conductive continuous phase, has been applied for mixing 

studies for single phase systems for a little under twenty years23,25, at first using a cylindrical 8 

plane electrode cage each containing 16 electrodes. Subsequently, this technique has been 

employed on a qualitative and quantitative basis for gas-liquid systems in bubble columns26, 

stirred tank reactors21, 22, 27, for immiscible liquid-liquid (L-L) systems28, and to assess 

homogeneity in solid-liquid suspensions29,30. Data obtained from multiplane sensors are 

commonly linearly interpolated to reconstruct volumetric conductivity and therefore phase 

distribution. Some attempts have been done in resolving three phase systems using ERT in 

combination with other techniques. For example, circular array ERT was used in combination 

with a fibre optic probe to investigate gas-liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed  by Razzak31.   

Although circular array ERT gives useful information32, the issues related to plant installations 

and re-engineering of existing reactors make this sensor design essentially suitable only for pilot 

and laboratory scale studies.  Thus, alternative sensor designs which are sufficiently robust and 

are easy to engineer within the process environment have been sought; such a design is a linear 

array, or probe.  The first works reporting the use of the linear arrangement of electrodes for 

ERT were by Richardson33 and Bolton34 for monitoring solids distribution in a conductive liquid 



phase. Despite employing the same measurement strategy of the circular design, the linear 

configuration allows acquisition of data with higher resolution in the axial direction, therefore 

giving information of axial homogeneity and distribution, useful in multiphase applications. It is 

reasonable to state that in industrial application (e.g. for evaluating solids deposition or local gas 

hold-up), for rotationally symmetrical tanks, axial mixing efficiency, rather than the radial 

distribution, is the most important parameter in terms of quality control. Although potentially 

applicable on larger scale and for in situ monitoring, this configuration has received little 

attention in the literature after Bolton’s34 work.  Ricard et al.30, for example, applied a linear 

sensor in combination with CFD modelling to investigate L-L dispersion and solids suspension 

in stirred tanks.  

This paper describes the application of ERT using a linear probe for quantitative measurement of 

gas and liquid phase distribution and overall hold-up in a stirred tank reactor equipped with a 

Rushton turbine operating in the turbulent flow regime.  The capability of the linear probe to 

discriminate the gas and liquid phases, as a function of gas-liquid flow pattern is assessed.  These 

data are analysed using Maxwell’s equation, already successfully used for investigating 

bioreactors35, 36 for similar gas fraction using an ERT cage sensor, to determine global and local 

gas hold-up. 

For validation purposes, the two-phase results were compared with results for similar systems 

from the literature using hard-field techniques and computational methods.  Ford et al.18 used X-

ray computed tomography (CT) to measure gas dispersion in a 0.21 m diameter stirred tank 

agitated with a Rushton turbine (Fr = 0.09-1.1, Fl = 0.03-0.08, with gas flow rate between 0.86 

and 1.7 vvm). Experiments were carried out at three different regimes (flooding, loading and 

complete dispersion) and both gas hold-up maps and axial distribution plots were produced, 



deriving local time-averaged gas hold-up in the axial direction at different velocities. The CT 

measurement domain covered one third of the tank height (with the impeller at the bottom of the 

field of view), focusing on the impeller zone where the gas hold-up was observed to be at its 

highest value in the loading and complete recirculation regimes. At the flooding condition, 

inefficient gas dispersion was observed with a flatter vertical profile characterising the axial gas 

volume fraction: the power input is insufficient to retain gas that flows through the impeller to 

the surface. 

Khopkar et al.8, instead, have combined -ray CT measurements with CARPT and computational 

fluid dynamic studies (CFD) on a stirred tank with diameter of 0.20 m also equipped with a 

Rushton turbine. This study was carried out at low impeller speed (Fr = 0.0755) and at a 

volumetric gas flow rate of 0.4-0.8 vvm (Fl = 0.042-0.084), therefore with the system working in 

the flooding regime. The CT measurements showed higher hold-up in proximity of vessel wall 

with CFD capturing an inward movement of the gas in the rise through the tank, generating a 

secondary loop in the top half of the vessel. Both techniques captured the low level of sparging 

achieved in the flooding regime and the obtained axial gas hold-up profile does not exceed 5% 

v/v. 

As an extension to the two-phase system study, the present work also considers the capability of 

the method to discriminate the presence of an additional dispersed solid phase as a means of 

providing a first step towards the translation of this technology to the operation and control of 

three-phase reactors. 



Theory 

Gas – liquid flow regimes and hold-up 

Gas hold-up is one of the most important parameters for scale-up, performance evaluation and 

for model development, directly influencing the G/L interfacial area.  Amongst others, Smith37 

identified three key parameters in such applications: the scale of vessel, the impeller shape and 

dimension and the volumetric gas flow rate. The main flow patterns, or regimes characterising 

gas-sparged stirred tanks (generally dependent upon tank geometry, gas flow rate, Qg, and 

impeller speed, N) are defined as flooded, loaded, completely dispersed, and gas recirculation38. 

In flooded condition (0 < N < Nf), minimum dispersion is achieved, and a plume of gas rises 

centrally close to the impeller. At higher impeller speeds when Nf  < N < Ncd the system is in the 

loaded regime: the gas is more radially distributed but does not occupy the entire volume of the 

tank due to the buoyant forces exceeding the radial drag force.  In the completely dispersed 

regime (Ncd < N < Nr) the gas is well dispersed through the whole reactor at low power.  Beyond 

Nr, the full gas recirculation regime is observed.  The two dimensionless numbers used to 

characterise the operating regime are the Froude number  gDNFr /2  and the Flow 

number39  )/( 3NDQFl g  and based upon these parameters a characteristic regime chart40 can 

be drawn to identify the operating regime. 

Many empirical correlations have been published to estimate gas hold-up.  Based on the 

parameters described above and the Reynolds number , Smith41 proposed a 

correlation for tanks with T > 0.44 m: 
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Another common approach to predict gas fraction in agitated vessel refers to the power 
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The parameters A and B are system dependent but generally are within the range of 0.2-0.7 with 

a higher value for A in the case of non-coalescing systems compared with coalescing systems6.  

For three-phase mixing, many studies have been carried out with focus on solids suspension and 

effect of gas presence on the Zwietering “just suspended” impeller speed42
, Njs, defined as:  

85.013.045.02.01.0 )/(  DXgdSN pjs   (3) 

It is reported that the presence of gas, unsurprisingly, affects suspending power of the impeller43 

and that in three-phase systems the solid suspension mechanism is mainly determined by the gas-

liquid interaction hydrodynamics at the impeller blade44.  For this reason, it is usually advised 

that the Njs,g in presence of gas is higher than Njs in the bi-phasic system45. Studies conducted by 

different researchers have shown various different effects of solids presence on the gas holdup 

depending on relative density and solid concentration46; Chapman47 reports no significant 

influence on gas distribution in presence of solids for X lower than 20%.    



ERT for gas hold-up 

ERT has been applied to reconstruct the gas volume fraction over the height of the tank and to 

calculate overall hold-up. Maxwell’s model given in Equation (4), was used to compute gas 

volume fraction g within the tank48: 
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Where c  is the conductivity of the continuous phase and m the conductivity of the biphasic 

mixture. An alternative approach was proposed by Montante and Paglianti49 and applied 

extensively by Jamshed50, which used a dimensionless conductivity ε ( )/ -100(1= cm  ) 

proportional to the gas hold-up to describe sparging performance of different impellers, however 

the authors indicate this parameter as proportional to the gas hold-up and not as an absolute 

value. Furthermore, in the investigated range of gas hold-up (approximately 1-15%), the 

simplification used by Montante [49] can be considered proportional (with a factor of 

approximately 0.7) to the Maxwell’s equation. For this reason, Maxwell’s equation is used in this 

work. Limitations to the application of this method could be encountered when approaching very 

high or very low (next to monophasic) hold-up. 



Materials and Methods 

Stirred tank configuration 

The investigated system for two-phase and three-phase experiments was an agitated cylindrical 

Perspex tank equipped with a ring sparger at the bottom of the vessel. The tank, with diameter T, 

was equipped with four baffles with width B equal to T/10. The impeller used in this study was a 

stainless steel six blade Rushton Disc Turbine (RDT6) with diameter 0.056 m (D/T= 2/5), 

additional information on system design is given in Table 1.  The impeller was earthed to the 

tomographic acquisition system to reduce electro-magnetic disturbance on the imposed electric 

field.  In order to cover all the electrodes within the vertical linear probe, the liquid level H was 

set to 0.21 m (H/T=3/2).  

Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (99,99% Sigma Aldrich®) solution in demineralised water, having a 

conductivity of 2.7 mS cm-1, was used as the liquid phase.  Air was sparged into the tank using a 

metal ring sparger located at the bottom of the vessel concentric with the impeller shaft.  The 

diameter of the sparger was 0.04 m; designed smaller than the impeller diameter in order to 

allow the rising bubbles to be caught in the radial flow induced by the impeller40.  The ring was 

equipped with 8 orifices of diameter 0.5 10-4 m and connected to a compressed air source.  The 

air flow rate was set within a range of 8.33×10-5 - 16.7×10-5 m3 s-1 using an inline rotameter, 

corresponding to 1.5 and 3 vvm respectively. In Figure 1, the operating conditions are reported in 

a Fr-Fl chart redrawn from Middleton et al.51. The boundaries between the flow regimes are 

obtained by the equations reported in 38, 52. 



Flow number was varied between 0.024 and 0.32, whilst the value of Fr was kept between 0.016 

and 2.5.  The Reynolds number was thus between 15,000 and 60,000 ensuring the system was 

maintained in the turbulent regime. 

For the three-phase mixing experiment, stainless steel particles were used as dispersed phase 

(ρs = 8000 kg m-3 and particle size between 0.177×10-3  and 0.420×10-3  m) at concentrations of 

3, 4 and 5 % w/w.  Conductive particles have been chosen for having an opposite effect on 

conductivity compared to the gas. The “just suspended” impeller speed was calculated using the 

Zwietering correlation (3). The achievement of such state was optically verified with particles 

being present on the bottom of the tank for not longer than 2 seconds.  Biphasic measurements 

(solid-liquid) were taken at different impeller speeds (1/3 Njs, 2/3 Njs and Njs) for comparison 

with the three-phase measurements.  The effect of gas on suspending potential of the system was 

taken into account correcting the Njs speed as suggested by Nienow45, resulting in a insignificant 

increase in the investigated conditions (3 rpm at the most). 

Measurement Configuration 

The ERT apparatus used in the experiments is comprised of a linear probe and a four-channel 

p2+ Data Acquisition System (DAS) supplied by Industrial Tomography System (ITS Ltd., 

Manchester, UK [https://www.itoms.com/]). The linear probe was equipped with 18 electrodes 

arranged in a 140 mm long strip as shown in Figure 2(a, b).  The stainless-steel electrodes are 

uniformly spaced 4 mm apart and have a width of 8 mm and a length of 4 mm. The bottom and 

the top electrodes do not actively take part in the measurement, instead they are earthed and act 

as guard electrodes. The polyethyl ether ketone (PEEK) support forming the body of the probe, 

isolates the coaxial cables that connect each electrode to the DAS, from the aqueous system.  



The linear probe was placed behind one of the baffles (in the direction of impeller rotation), to 

minimise its influence on the flow field, as shown in Figure 2(c). The electrode array was placed 

so that it faces the interior of the vessel across a chord to avoid the noise caused by the stirrer. 

The latter was grounded to the DAS to avoid any potential difference between the mixing 

equipment and the tomographic apparatus. The portion of fluid covered by the ERT extends 

approximately 70 mm from the surface of the probe and the obtained output is a tomogram 10 × 

20 pixels in size. The field of view of the probe extends from the baffle to the impeller zone, 

however the penetration is a function of the gas hold-up and will decrease dramatically in case of 

very high gas hold-up.  In this work, where hold-up does not exceed 20%, the penetration is 

considered constant throughout the investigated cases, and equal to the minimum suggested by 

the manufacturer. 

The excitation scheme is analogous to the traditional cage geometry: each pair of adjacent 

electrodes are used to input a current through the fluid, while the potential difference is measured 

for each pair of remaining neighbour electrodes along the sensor. The acquired data are 

processed using the ITS p2+ software that runs a Linear Back Projection (LBP) algorithm in 

order to reconstruct the conductivity distribution across the field of view of the probe. The 

chosen algorithm guarantees a fast response and has been previously applied in similar studies  

for gas liquid49,54 and solid-liquid55.  The intensity of the injected current was 30 mA for all the 

experiments and the frequency was kept at 9600 Hz and 60 frames were taken at each condition. 

The probe was specifically selected to evaluate axial conductivity in the stirred tank and to 

guarantee a certain flexibility in installation.  Unlike the circular cage, its geometry causes the 

covered portion of space to not having the same electric field density: the periphery of the probe 

(top and bottom) has a lower density of measurement than the central region.  The effect of this 



is that the accuracy of the projected image is not uniform, with the top and bottom corners away 

from the probe reported as having poor reliability56. Previous investigations57 suggest the 

periphery of the tomogram is characterised by low reliability due to the linear geometry of the 

sensor, therefore in the conducted data processing, the tomograms are reduced to a 8 × 16 pixel 

grid.  Specifically, the top and bottom two rows and the last two columns of pixel are removed 

from the analysis.  

The tomograms are commonly displayed using conductivity scale, showing zones with higher or 

lower conductivity. To facilitate reading of gas volume fraction, the tomograms were converted 

into local gas hold-up tomograms, by applying Maxwell’s equation (4) to each pixel, taking a 

reference values obtained from monophasic runs.  Figure 3, in which tomograms are represented 

using a smoothing graphical tool, gives an example of a tomogram converted from conductivity 

to gas hold-up map.  

Results and Discussion 

Two phase Gas-Liquid Mixing 

Global gas hold-up 

To evaluate the impact of gas presence on the average conductivity across the tank, a 

monophasic test was run with gas feed valve shut and the impeller speed was varied between 0 

and 1300 rpm. In Figure 4, a flat trend is visible up to 1000 rpm, after which the average 

conductivity moves towards lower values because some air is entrained at the surface. In the 

same figure, conductivity values with standard deviation error bars are shown for the bi-phasic 

system at the two different gassing rates used.  



The higher the feed rate, the lower the detected average conductivity, indicating an increasing 

gas hold-up.  The same trend is observed when the impeller speed is increased. The obtained 

values for conductivity are converted into gas hold-up data applying Maxwell’s Equation (4).  In 

Equation (4), the used value for conductivity for mixture and continuous phases are taken at 

corresponding impeller speeds. Figure 5, plots interpreted global gas phase fraction against the 

product of the Froude number, Fr, the gas flow number, Fl, and impeller Reynolds number, Re, 

according to Equation (1).  

In Figure 5, as proposed by Smith [41], the calculated values can be approximated by a straight 

line. The calculated gradient for this experimental dataset is 1.8, different from the value of 0.85 

derived by Smith.  Nonetheless, the work reported by Smith was on a larger system (T > 0 41), 

and it can be reasonably argued that the size of tank may affect the proportionality constant as 

well as the different properties of the used aqueous solution. More importantly, it should be 

noted that the holdup data derived from ERT measurements correspond well to Smith’s linear 

hypothesis, leading to the conclusion that the observed trend well represents the evolution of gas 

retained in the liquid bulk.  

Local gas hold-up 

The linear probe geometry allows the use of ERT to visualise in real time (measurement 

frequency up to 50 s-1) the presence of gas in the tank and to assess quantitatively the 

homogeneity of distribution within the tank.  Figure 6 shows a comparison between tomograms 

and images taken by a camera for the different flow regimes obtained for the lower gas feed rate 

(1.5 vvm). 



The effect of increasing the impeller speed, as expected, appears to cause the total hold-up to 

shift towards higher values.  In particular, the impeller zone seems to be most influenced.  

Similar effects can be seen in Figure 7, reporting pictures and gas hold-up tomograms for the 

different regimes but with a gas feed rate of 3 vvm. 

A direct visual comparison can be drawn between the two figures.  As would be expected, 

increasing the air flow rate causes an increase of gas hold-up, although in both cases the 

distribution has a similar profile, with the gas volume fraction decreasing towards the top of the 

tomogram (and thus the tank).  

In order to better visualize the variation of the gas fraction over the height of the vessel, an axial 

gas hold-up plot can be obtained, shown in Figure 8, by averaging the pixel values along each 

horizontal row in the tomogram.  

Figure 8 emphasizes observations made above, that similar trends are obtained for 1.5 and 3 

vvm, with the latter having significant higher gas retention. The profile is relatively flat at low 

impeller speeds (in flooding condition), with the impeller having little effect on gas dispersion: 

the gas flows along the shaft, with a slightly higher hold-up towards the top of the tank.  At 

loading, the profile gains more inflection, with hold-up increasing in the impeller region. It can 

be observed that the higher the value of impeller speed, the higher is the gas concentration 

around the impeller.  This parabolic profile in the impeller area is due to the gas capture caused 

by the impeller motion58.  The increase in impeller speed has relatively less effect on dispersion 

towards the top of the tank and even at complete dispersion regime gas hold-up does not exceed 

5% and 8% at the top of the tank, for the lower and higher gas rates respectively. 



Comparison with literature 

Axial gas hold-up profiles extracted from Ford’s X-ray18 and Khopkar’s8 -ray tomography and 

CFD are compared with data obtained using ERT at similar regimes, in Figure 9. Given the 

difference in set up of the different studies as well as hard rather than soft field measurement 

methods, this comparison has the objective of validating the capability of ERT to detect 

meaningful gas hold-up profiles and at the same time, to analyse its limitation in accurately 

representing axial variations in gas distribution.  

CT and CFD data are compared with ERT at flooding condition (Figure 9(a)). As expected at 

this regime, the axial profile is rather flat, with air flowing axially through the impeller and along 

the shaft; sometimes also referred to descriptively as “bubble column mode”. Data from the three 

studies agree with the theoretical expectation and describe similar profiles. Gas hold-up does not 

exceed a value of 4% and its maximum can be located approximately at half way up the tank, 

with little or no axial variance.  

Increasing the impeller speed, moving to the loading condition, the gas now locates mainly 

around the impeller where is “thrown” radially by the impeller. Visually, bubble size decreases 

and the gas covers a higher portion of the tank, as was shown in the corresponding tomograms 

reported in Figure 6 (b, c) and 7 (b, c). This condition is picked up in the axial plots (Figure 9(b)) 

where both data from the literature and ERT show an overall increase in hold-up compared to the 

flooding condition, together with an increase in axial variance. Indeed, the impeller region is 

characterised by a significantly higher hold-up compared to the rest of the tank. It is possible to 

notice how the profile obtained by CT measurements quickly decreases tending to a constant 

value as exiting the impeller region; differently ERT shows a smoother trend with no sudden 



changes in the axial profile. Nonetheless, all studies are in agreement, indicating a significantly 

higher gas hold up in the impeller region. 

A similar trend is observed for the complete dispersion regime. In this regime the optical images 

(Figure 6 (d, e) and 7 (d, e)) show decreased bubble size with particularly high concentration in 

the impeller zone. Although the ERT technique does not allow observation of the recirculation 

loops in the tank, it is able to capture the high gas fraction around the impeller region coming 

from sparging in the first place and the radial motion given by the impeller discharge and 

recirculation. The high-hold up is also well depicted in Figure 9(c) in which ERT and CT gas 

hold-up profiles are compared. Both techniques indicate a similar trend to loading condition with 

a significant overall shift toward higher values of gas fraction. Although the comparison shows 

an overall condition of higher aeration achieved in this work (due to higher vvm gas rate), a good 

agreement in trends is observed. A smoother profile from the ERT data is again observed.  This 

apparent smoothing is most probably related to the lower resolution of ERT and in particular to 

the inherent smoothing caused by the linear reconstruction applied to derive the conductivity 

tomograms. Nevertheless, in this comparison, ERT is not presented as a direct replacement for 

hard field CT in terms of accuracy for research studies, but rather as a lower cost alternative that 

is additionally deployable into manufacturing vessels. 

Gas-Liquid-Solid System 

The addition of stainless steel particles to the system has an influence on the electric field 

generated by the ERT electrodes and therefore it affects the measured conductivity. Given the 

conductive nature of the used solids, the measured average conductivity increases from the 

monophasic condition as more solids are suspended from the bottom of the tank. This increase is 



however very small relative to the impact of the presence of gas. Indeed, the relative increase in 

conductivity at Njs for 5 w/w % in the solid-liquid case is approximately 0.4% while the addition 

of gas causes a decrease in the average conductivity between 8-20% from the base conductivity 

of the continuous phase. This difference can be seen in Figure 10 where axial profile in 

conductivity are shown for the Solid-Liquid run at different impeller speeds and, with a different 

conductivity (x axis) scale, the same runs are plotted in comparison with Gas-Solid-Liquid run at 

the same impeller speeds.   

 

Figure 10 (a) shows how increasing the impeller speed causes a global increase of conductivity, 

given by the higher number of conductive particles suspended. At 1/3 Njs a few particles are 

suspended and they are concentrated in the bottom part of the tank; moving towards Njs it is 

possible to see how the profile becomes flatter and globally higher than the profiles at lower 

speed. However, reaching the Njs condition does not guarantee a homogenous dispersion of the 

particles across the tank; this condition is picked up by the ERT profile that still shows higher 

values in the impeller region than in any other height in the tank. The obtained profiles are 

consistent to what observed in Carletti’s work59 in which glass beads were suspended in aqueous 

solution. Although the different electrical properties of the solids used in this case causes an 

opposite effect on conductivity, similar trends are observed as the impeller speed is increased. 

Figure 10(b) reports conductivity profiles for the same conditions (viz. with solids), but now with 

a gassing rate of 3 vvm.  The scale in changes of conductivity are markedly larger with the gas.  

From this, it can reasonably be argued that, despite the presence of solids, the ERT system can 

still measure substantially the gas hold-up in the tank, with only minor influence from the 

dispersion of the particles.  



In Figure 11, the trend of global gas hold-up for the three-phase case is compared with data for 

the Gas-Liquid only system.  The data show similar values of gas hold-up for the three-phase 

case at the higher impeller speeds; the right-hand side of the plot. For the condition of low 

agitation however, the presence of the solids at the bottom seems to inhibit the retention of gas as 

already observed by Chapman47. However, increasing the power provided by the impeller, the 

presence of solids seem to have little effect on the gas hold-up, as previously reported by 

Warmoeskerken60. 

Conclusions 

In this work, an ERT linear probe was used to visualize and measure gas distribution in a two-

phase and three-phase stirred tank at different regimes. ERT was able to successfully measure 

global gas hold-up in every observable regime in agreement with predictions from the literature. 

Local gas distributions were also measured and agreed with measurements on comparable 

systems conducted using hard-field techniques. Suspension of conductive solids was measured 

using ERT and it was assessed that they have little or no effect on the measurement of gas hold-

up, therefore it can be concluded that the technique is suitable for measuring gas volume fraction 

also in presence of particles.  

Differently from the traditional circular cage where the focus is on radial concentration, the 

chosen geometry of the probe allows to observe the axial profile of gas fraction within the tank 

in a quantitative fashion. The linear probe has the portability, ease of retrofitting and flexibility 

characteristics that make it a desirable tool for real-time measurements in an industrial 

environment. Overall, ERT has proven to offer, beside qualitative visual information on gas 



location, quantitative measurements of gas hold-up in a small scale stirred tank with high 

potential to be scaled for inline monitoring of multiphase operations at industrial scale. 
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Nomenclature 

D Impeller diameter, m 

Dp Diameter of suspended particles, m 

Fl Flow number 

Fr Froude number 

g Standard acceleration due to gravity, m s-2 

N Impeller rotational speed, rps 

Ncd Complete dispersion critical impeller speed, rps 

Nf Flooding critical impeller speed, rps 

Njs ‘Just suspended’ impeller speed, rps 

Nr Recirculation critical impeller speed, rps 

Pg Gassed power, W 



Qg Volumetric gas flow rate, m3 s-1 

S Geometrical constant in Zwietering correlation 

V Volume of the tank, m3 

vs Superficial velocity of the gas, m s-1 

X Percentage mass ratio of solids to liquid in suspension 

  

Greek letters  

εg Gas volume fraction 

ε Dimensionless conductivity[49] 

μ Dynamic viscosity of liquid, kg m-1 s-1 

ν Kinematic viscosity of liquid, m2 s-1 

ρ Density of liquid, kg m-3 

ρs Density of solid particles, kg m-3 

Δρ Difference between solid and liquid density, kg m-3 

σ Electrical conductivity, mS cm-1 
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rate redrawn from Middleton et al.51 
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mixing (a) and in the case of Solid-Liquid mixing compared with Gas-Solid-Liquid 

mixing with gas feed flow of 3 vvm (b) 
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